
LESSON 8: Are the changes in the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere part of normal
cycles that Earth goes through?

PREVIOUS LESSON We used molecular models, an interactive, and a reading to figure out that GHG molecules absorb heat, vibrate, and release that heat, which results in warming
the atmosphere. We conclude that, since GHGs are increasing in the atmosphere, this is what is causing temperatures to get warmer. We wonder if this increase
in GHGs is normal and just a natural cycle.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

1 day

  

We carry out an investigation to determine if gas can be trapped in ice. When we figure out that it can, we find
out more about how scientists use ice core samples from locations on Earth that have very old ice to determine
the amounts of carbon dioxide in the air over time. We focus on carbon dioxide because it has the highest
concentration of all GHGs. We examine carbon dioxide data from ice cores dating back 800,000 years and
notice that carbon dioxide naturally fluctuates up and down, but the current levels are outside of the normal high
range for carbon dioxide. This makes us wonder what is different today compared to the past.

NEXT LESSON We will zoom into the last 200 years of Earth’s history to understand what might have led to the rapid increase in CO2 emissions. We will watch a visualization
and read about key innovations in human history that transformed the types of energy used to power our communities. We will figure out that, as population
grows and energy consumption rises, human activity contributes to the rapid rise in CO2.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-ESS3-1, MS-ESS3-3, MS-ESS3-
4, MS-ESS3-5, MS-ETS1-2

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

8.A Analyze and interpret data on graphs of carbon dioxide levels collected from ice cores to collect evidence of whether the changes in these
levels are cyclical in nature and a normal occurrence or are changing at an non-normal rate.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

CO  levels over the last 100 years have been rising consistently.
CO  levels are higher than at any time in the past normal cycles and seem to be increasing really fast.
When we analyze ice core data from hundreds of thousands of years, we find that there are normal cycles, but the last 100 years are not
following the normal cycle.
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Lesson 8 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 3 min NAVIGATION
Recall that one cause of rising temperatures is an
increase in carbon dioxide and predict normalcy of
this rise.

A

2 5 min PAST CO2 LEVELS
Brainstorm what carbon dioxide levels might have
been in the long ago past.

B-C

3 5 min ANALYZE ICE SAMPLES
Examine ice cubes made from non-carbonated
water and carbonated water.

D ice cube, paper plate or small cup, magnifying glass (optional)

4 16 min ANALYZING GASES TRAPPED IN ICE
We use a CO  detector to test ice made with tap
water and ice made with carbonated water to
determine if gas is trapped in ice and which has
more carbon dioxide.

E-G Pouring Carbonated Water video (optional), computer and projector, 2 1-gallon plastic baggies, 2 small
condiment containers with lids, clear bottle of carbonated water (optional), cup to pour the carbonated
water into (optional), ice cubes made from carbonated water, ice cubes made from tap water, clear plastic
cups or other small plastic container

5 8 min ICE CORE DATA
We watch a short video clip about how scientists
today use a similar strategy to determine the
composition of the atmosphere long ago.

H Carbon Dioxide Levels Over Time, Ice Cores video, Drilling Ice Cores video, computer and projector

6 8 min ANALYZE DATA SCIENTISTS FIND IN THE ICE
SAMPLES
We look at graphs that represent the amounts of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere at different
times in the past.

I Carbon Dioxide Levels Over Time

End of day 1
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Lesson 8 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
ice cube
paper plate or small cup
magnifying glass (optional)
Carbon Dioxide Levels Over Time

Pouring Carbonated Water video (optional)
computer and projector
2 1-gallon plastic baggies
2 small condiment containers with lids
clear bottle of carbonated water (optional)
cup to pour the carbonated water into (optional)
ice cubes made from carbonated water
ice cubes made from tap water
clear plastic cups or other small plastic container
Ice Cores video
Drilling Ice Cores video

Materials preparation (45 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

1. If possible, secure ice cubes made with regular water to use in the first part of the lesson. Ideally you would have one ice cube per student, but at the least, it would work to have one ice
cube per table group. Students are going to make observations of the ice and what they can see. You will also want to have a small clear container, like a small plastic cup or condiment
cup, to place the ice cube in for students to use as they make observations of the ice cubes. This will help to prevent the ice cube from melting too fast.

2. Prior to this lesson you will want to use two ice cube trays to freeze carbonated water in one ice cube tray and non-carbonated water in the second ice cube tray. These ice cubes will be
used during the second part of this lesson in a Scientists Circle setting. You will want at least 2 trays per class, but if you can make more than 2 trays per class, it will allow students to make
close-up observations of the ice cubes.

3. Be prepared to play the following videos during the lesson:
a. Pouring Carbonated Water from www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods
b. Ice Cores from www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods
c. Drilling Ice Cores from www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods (if accessing directly from YouTube, show from 7:31-8:52 only)

The night before or morning of class, set up the investigation as described on Lab Instructions for Comparing Frozen Carbonated with Non-Carbonated Water. You will want this available to show
the class during the Scientists Circle after they design a way to capture gas bubbles that have been trapped in frozen water.

file:///tmp/www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods
file:///tmp/www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods
file:///tmp/www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods


Lesson 8 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

In the previous lesson, we were left wondering if greenhouse gases, like carbon dioxide, naturally go up and down, causing Earth to have colder and warmer periods as part of a natural cycle.
We will reason out how scientists could use ice layers to measure gas composition in the atmosphere in the past. After analyzing some ice cubes made from carbonated and non-carbonated
water and noticing that there are some gas bubbles in the ice cube, as well as crystals and different shades of white, students will use an detector with which we are familiar, a carbon dioxide
detector, to test the gas that is released when the ice is melted in a baggie. We find that the ice cubes with carbonated water do release carbon dioxide. We watch some video clips about what
scientists in the field do to test the gases that are trapped in ice that has been on Earth for many years and use this to determine the composition of the air at different times in history. We
analyze some ice core data and find that the level of carbon dioxide has been increasing at a rate that is not normal compared to the last 800,000 years.

Where We Are NOT Going

Though students will be figuring some things out about processes and procedures scientists use to collect data about the past using ice core data, we will not get into the mechanism behind
carbon-14 dating and how scientists know the age of the ice layers.



3 min

5 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 8
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook

Revisit what we figured out about the gases that make up Earth’s atmosphere and how they are related to the temperature. Display slide A
and direct students to review their Progress Tracker as needed. Say, In our efforts to figure out what could be causing temperatures to be rising on
Earth, we figured out some things about the gases in the atmosphere and how they affect the temperature on Earth.

Suggested prompts Sample student responses

What did we figure out about the gases in the atmosphere? There are different gases that make up the atmosphere, like oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water vapor.,

Some of these gases are called greenhouse gases because they help
to keep the temperature on Earth controlled so that it doesn’t get too
hot or too cold.

How do the greenhouse gases affect the temperature on Earth? The greenhouse gases absorb energy, and when this happens, the
energy of the gas molecule increases. Then it gives off heat energy,
and when this heat energy is directed back at Earth, it causes the
temperature of the atmosphere to increase.

They are proportional—when gases increase, so does temperature.
When the gases decrease, so does the temperature.

And which gas(es) did we find are increasing? Carbon dioxide and methane

Which of these gases did we figure out affects temperature on Earth
most?

Carbon dioxide

Say, Right, we saw in the last couple of lessons that carbon dioxide amounts in the atmosphere are increasing and now we have figured out some
ideas about how carbon dioxide is related to the temperature on Earth.

2 · PAST CO2 LEVELS
MATERIALS: None

Facilitate a discussion on predictions about whether the increase in carbon dioxide is a normal trend. Say, So, if carbon dioxide helps to
regulate the temperature on Earth and we saw that it has been increasing over the last 100 years, do you think this is part of a normal process on
Earth?



5 min

Suggested prompts Sample student responses

If we could look at data about carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere
far back in time, what do you think we would see? Has it just continued
to increase and if we look far back in time the levels would be really
low?

Not sure…

I don’t think the levels could be too low if it helps to keep the
temperature on Earth regulated or consistent like we figured out in the
last lesson.

OK, are there other times you can think of in history that could be a
result of changes in greenhouse gases, specifically carbon dioxide?

Maybe ice ages because I think the temperature was colder then.

Yeah…or maybe during the dinosaur times it might be different than
now because I think it might have been warmer then.

Say, In earlier units we learned how scientists can figure out a lot about how some things have changed on Earth through analyzing rock layers and
what they find in one rock layer as compared to another. Rocks aren't the only type of layers they can use to find out what Earth was like long ago.
Wherever there is ice or snow year-round, scientists have found that they can look at layers in the snowfall or ice crystals that have fallen in these
places to get more clues about what Earth was like at different periods of time. Display slide B. Brainstorm with a partner: Where could you go on
Earth today to find snow or ice that lasts from one year to the next?

Ask a few students to share their ideas. Some possible student responses could include the North or South Pole, Antarctica, Alaska, or
mountains like the Himalayas.

Say, Yeah, the poles are one place that has ice and/or snow year-round, and we did hear about ice in Alaska, too. In addition, some high elevation
places, like Everest, are other places where there is snow or ice constantly.

Consider types of data from snow or ice. Display slide C. Say, Take a moment to think about this question, if you could sample layers of ice or
snow from one or more of these areas on Earth, what do you think you might find in these layers that could provide data about what Earth was like
long ago?

3 · ANALYZE ICE SAMPLES
MATERIALS: ice cube, paper plate or small cup, magnifying glass (optional)

Make observations of ice cubes. Display slide D. Say, In order to begin thinking about whether we
could figure anything out from looking at ice samples, I have some ice cubes for you to observe. This is
one single ice cube made from tap water. What are some things you notice?

Pass out an ice cube in a small cup or on a paper plate, per student, or per table if you do not
have enough per student. Provide magnifying glasses if available. Let students share what they
notice. Some possible observations they may share:

There are different shades of color in the ice cube. Some parts are clear and some are
more whitish.
There are some bubbles in the ice cube.
There are some crystal-looking parts or pieces.
It is melting in the cup (or on the plate).
The shape changes when it melts, and there are less bubbles.

Say, This is a key thing that scientists discovered—that it looks like there is more than just water in the ice.



16 min

Share the following ideas for what scientists have noticed and tested with the ice cores:
They noticed that it appears water traps gas when it freezes, and we can see that as these bubbles in the ice cube.
Over time old snow that doesn’t melt gets compressed into ice under new snow. This process traps gas, too.
This led these scientists to melt the ice so that the gas in the bubbles could be released and captured.
They then tested the gas to see what type(s) and amounts were in the air at the time that this ice or snow was formed.
These tests provide scientists with the composition of gases in the atmosphere at the time the snow fell or ice formed.

Ask, Since we are concerned mostly about carbon dioxide right now, what are some ways we know of to test for carbon dioxide gas?

Possible student responses:
We could test the flammability because in the Bath Bombs Unit we know that carbon dioxide is not flammable.
We could use the carbon dioxide probe we used in the Maple Syrup Unit on any gas we could collect.
We could use BTB like we used in the Inside Our Bodies Unit to test for carbon dioxide presence.

Say, Wow! We have a lot of tools we could use to test a gas for carbon dioxide.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

This next section is written assuming students have done previous 7th grade OpenSciEd units during which
they figured out different ways to identify substances. In OpenSciEd Unit 7.1: How can we make something new
that was not there before? (Bath Bombs Unit) they figured out that gases have properties of flammability and that
carbon dioxide is non-flammable. In OpenSciEd Unit 7.3: How do things inside our bodies work together to make us
feel the way we do? (Inside Our Bodies Unit) they used a Bromothymol Blue (BTB) as an indicator for carbon
dioxide, and in OpenSciEd Unit 7.4: Where does food come from, and where does it go next? (Maple Syrup Unit) they
used both a carbon dioxide detector and BTB to find evidence of carbon dioxide when investigating how plants
make food. If your students have not participated in these units, or at least in one of the units that uses the CO
detector, you may need to share with them that this is an indicator used to detect evidence of carbon dioxide.

4 · ANALYZING GASES TRAPPED IN ICE
MATERIALS: Pouring Carbonated Water video (optional), computer and projector, 2 1-gallon plastic baggies, 2 small condiment containers with lids, clear bottle of carbonated water
(optional), cup to pour the carbonated water into (optional), ice cubes made from carbonated water, ice cubes made from tap water, clear plastic cups or other small plastic container

Display slide E. Say, Besides the ice cubes I shared with you that were made from tap, or non-carbonated water, I
have ice cubes made from carbonated water. What do we know about carbonated water, like this sparkling water?
You could show the Pouring Carbonated Water video from www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsflood
s . Or, if you have some, it could be helpful to pass around a bottle of carbonated water for students to make
observations. In addition, pouring out carbonated water into a cup will allow students to see the bubbles
rising to the top. Say, What do you notice? How is carbonated water different from tap water?

Sample student responses:
It has a gas added to it that causes the bubbles.
I think it is carbon dioxide that is added to it.
It is called carbonated water, which seems like that means there is carbon-related something added to it.
It has a lot of bubbles!
Yeah…it is like soda pop that has carbonation too and has bubbles.
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ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

See the Teacher Prep section for what needs to be prepared before this lesson. See Lab Instructions for
Comparing Frozen Carbonated with Non-Carbonated Water for directions on how to set up the investigation with
ice cubes and the carbon dioxide detector. Watch Testing Ices for Gases video as an example of how to run this
investigation: www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods .

In addition, if you do not have a carbon dioxide detector, but do have BTB (Bromothymol blue),you can run the
investigation using the ice cubes with BTB. Follow instructions on the second half of Lab Instructions for
Comparing Frozen Carbonated with Non-Carbonated Water. Watch Using BTB to Test Ice video as an example of
how to run this investigation: www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods .

Gather in a Scientists Circle. Make sure all students can see the demonstration in the center of the circle. Plug in and turn on the heating pad
so that it can warm up while you facilitate this next section. Be sure the heating pad is in a place that students can gather around; ideally, it
would be in the center of this circle. Display slide F. Say, So, I hear you saying that carbonated water has carbon dioxide bubbles added. Pass
around a couple of the ice cubes in clear plastic cups that you have made using carbonated water. Ask students to turn and talk with a
partner. Ask, What are some things you notice? How is this ice cube different from the other one made from non-carbonated water? How does it
compare to what you saw with the carbonated water? Students should say that this one looks whiter, or milky-er and has a lot of bubbles.

Say, Let’s think through how scientists might design an investigation to determine what gas is in the bubbles they find in ice samples.

Suggested prompts Sample student responses

I hear you all saying that carbonated water has carbon dioxide added
to it. So, if we wanted to be able to determine that the gas in the
bubbles in these ice cubes is carbon dioxide, how might we capture the
gas bubbles?

We would have to melt the ice cube so that the gas could be released.

Yeah and we probably need to do this in a closed container so that we
could capture the gas.

I have a carbon dioxide detector that we could use with these ice cubes
to figure out if we can find evidence of carbon dioxide gas. Does
anyone remember how we used this detector in the past to help us do
that?

Yeah, in the OpenSciEd Unit 7.4: Where does food come from, and
where does it go next? (Maple Syrup Unit) we used this detector when
we were trying to figure out what plants do at night and during the
day. The detector shows the readings of carbon dioxide and humidity.

Right, so how could we use this detector if we wanted to test the gas
that is in the bubbles in these ice cubes?

We could put the ice cube in a baggie with the carbon dioxide
detector. Then we can watch what happens to the readings on the
detector as the ice cube melts.

Say, Let’s set this up. I have the CO  detector here, 2 baggies, and ice cubes.

Make predictions about what will happen in each of the baggies. Display slide G. Say, Share with an elbow partner your predictions about what
you think we will see happen to the readings of CO  on the detector in each of these baggie setups. Have a few students share what predictions
they and their partner discussed.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

If your students want to use a different container than a baggie to make the closed system around the ice cube
and detector and you have that container, feel free to cater this investigation to fit what your students plan. The
purpose of this short class demonstration investigation is for students to see that one way we might be able to
find data about the composition of carbon dioxide on Earth long ago is to use ice sample data from ice that has
been around for many many years.
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8 min

Say, It might take a while for the ice cubes to melt, so we can use a heating pad from Lesson 3 to speed up the melting process. Let’s begin by putting
one of the baggies with the ice cubes in it on the heating pad and place the detector inside so that we can watch what happens to the readings as the
ice cubes melt.

Use Lab Instructions for Comparing Frozen Carbonated with Non-Carbonated Water for guidance on the steps for this investigation. You will
want to do one type of ice cubes at a time so that the class can watch for any changes in the readings on the carbon dioxide detector. This
will take a few minutes, so as the class watches, ask a few students to share what they notice happening. Once there is evident melting and
reading fluctuations, the class can switch to collecting data for the other baggie. You do not need to wait until the ice cubes have fully melted.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Be sure to use Lab Instructions for Comparing Frozen Carbonated with Non-Carbonated Water for instructions on
how to set up this investigation prior to this lesson so that you will be prepared with the materials and the
suggested set of steps for the investigation. If your students suggest a different set of steps that would still
result in them collecting data about whether gases can be trapped in ice, you are encouraged to follow their
suggestions.

Present the results from the investigation that you set up ahead of time. Ask, What are some things you notice?

Students should say:
The readings on the detector in the baggie with the carbonated water ice cube changed a lot more than when the detector was in
the baggie of the non-carbonated water ice cube.
There is some condensation on both of the baggies.
The readings of humidity in both baggies went up as the ice cubes melted.

Making sense of these results. Ask, What do these results tell us? Does this support the idea that ice can trap bubbles of gas?

Students should say yes because readings on the detector for the ice cube that was made from the carbonated water were much higher than
the readings from the melted ice cubes made from non-carbonated water, which means carbon dioxide gas was trapped in there and was
released when it melted.

5 · ICE CORE DATA
MATERIALS: Carbon Dioxide Levels Over Time, Ice Cores video, Drilling Ice Cores video, computer and projector

Introduce current day practices using ice core data and compare to our observations of ice cubes. Display slide H. Say, Let’s watch a couple
of video clips to see what scientists do today with ice samples from different areas on Earth to determine what gases were in the atmosphere at times
in the past and compare it to what we did with our ice cubes.

Watch the Ice Core video and the Drilling Ice Cores video from www.teachersopensciedfieldtest.org/droughtsfloods (if showing the second
video directly from YouTube, show only clip from 7:31-8:52). Each video clip is rather short and students may ask to watch each a second
time in order to record observations.

Once students have had a chance to watch each video clip, take a few minutes to have students share their observations and discuss any
similarities and differences they noticed about what they see scientists doing and what we did in class with the ice cubes and CO  detector.2
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8 min

Suggested prompts Sample student responses

What were some things you noticed from the videos that scientists do
to collect data about the gases in the air in the past?

They have big long drills that dig up long ice samples.

They take samples of ice, like really long ice cubes.

They melt the ice samples in a vacuum to collect the gases that are
trapped inside.

Was there anything from the video clips that was similar to what we
did when we tested for carbon dioxide?

Yes! In one of the videos it showed different samples in different
containers being tested for different gases!

6 · ANALYZE DATA SCIENTISTS FIND IN THE ICE SAMPLES
MATERIALS: Carbon Dioxide Levels Over Time

Distribute Carbon Dioxide Levels Over Time to each student. Display slide I. Say, Let’s look at some
data that was collected from scientists using ice core samples to find the amounts of different greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere in the past. Because we said we were most concerned about figuring out changes in
carbon dioxide, the graphs we will look at only include changes in carbon dioxide over time.

Say, So, now we know that the amount of carbon dioxide in the air has been increasing over the last 100
years, but we want to know if it is normal that carbon dioxide has just been increasing over time. Scientists
have been able to use modern day technology to record carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas levels in
the atmosphere, since the 1950s. The first graph you will see represents what has been happening with CO
since the 1950s. The second graph adds one data collected from ice cores dating back to 800,000 years
ago. Analyze the graphs with a partner and record your noticings in your notebook. Be ready to share your
findings.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 8.A Analyze and interpret carbon dioxide levels collected from ice core data (graphs) to
collect evidence of whether the changes in these levels are cyclical in nature and a normal occurrence or are
changing at an non-normal rate.

What to look/listen for:
When students are working with their partner to analyze the data, listen for them to notice that there have
been normal, or cyclical, increases and decreases in the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere over time,
but the increase that is happening right now is not normal. Students should also notice that the first graph does
show an increase in carbon dioxide since the 1950s, but the amount of increase that is represented since then
in the second graph is much steeper when it is compared to 800,000 years ago. They should argue that this is
another piece of data that shows this increase is not normal.

What to do: If students are struggling with comparing the two graphs, ask them questions about what is being
represented on the graph by referring them back to the x- and y- axes. Then ask them questions about how the
changes in the slope of the lines compare. Are they both increasing? Support them in finding where 1950 is
represented on the second graph to help them figure out if the increase is something that seems like a normal
occurrence.
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After students have had a few minutes to look at the graph with a partner, ask, So, is the amount of increase in carbon dioxide that we are seeing
today just part of a normal cycle? Students should say:

No!
There have been increases and decreases in the amounts of CO
in the air, but never in the past have the levels been as high as
today.

Say, We figured out that CO  levels are increasing at a faster rate than normal
cycles. What is different now than in the past that is causing more CO  to be in
the air?

Listen for students to suggest:
more people,
more pollution,
burning fossil fuels,
fewer trees or trees being cut down, and
cities and more people “stuff.”
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